Oshogatsu Crafts: Kite Making

MATERIALS: BEE KITE PRINT-OUT, MARKERS OR CRAYONS, GLUE, WOODEN CHOPSTICK, STRING

STEP 1: DECORATE YOUR BUMBLE BEE WITH MARKERS OR CRAYONS

STEP 2: BEND TOP CORNERS TO POINTS A & B ON BEE’S NECK ON NON-PRINTED SIDE AND GLUE IN PLACE

STEP 3: PUNCH HOLES ON 4 DOTS INDICATED ON BEE’S BODY

STEP 4: THREAD STRING THROUGH HOLES. TIE A SIMPLE KNOT ON NON-PRINTED SIDE. TIE OTHER END OF STRING TO WOODEN CHOPSTICK

HOLD WOODEN CHOPSTICK AND RUN TO GET YOUR BEE IN THE AIR!